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Abstract

Recently we created La/Fe multilayers

the conditions of growth rather than by

with a helical

the magnetic

magnetic structure imprinted from J,

interactions between layers. Each

sublayer was 30.~ thick. and during deposition the sample was rotated in an external fieId

of 3 Oe. a field strong enough to magnetize the Fe layer being deposited but not sufi5cient

to perturb the magnetization of the Fe layers already grown. As a resuit adjacent Fe layers

formed a helical structure with a chirality and periodicity determined by the rotational

direction and speed of the substrate and the rate of deposition. FolIowing this discovery an

extensive set of experiments (mainly using Kerr effect magnetometry and polarized neutron

reflectivit~) was undertaken to ascertain the stability of imprinted magnetic structures, and

to understand the onset of magnetization during growth. La/Fe imprinted helical magnetic

structures (,of different La and Fe thicknesses) were found to be stable in time and to be

permanently erased only by magnetic fields larger than 90 Oe.
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The magnetic structure of metallic multilayer s~ples is conventionally determined by

the interlayer exchangs coupling which causes an

alignment of the re[ati’,e i~yer magnetization direction

COthe anisotropy energy. .-Uide from these magnetic

which it is possible to miior the apparent magnetic

exchange coupling be[ween the Fe layers is absent

antifemomagnetic or ferromagnetic

[11 with an orientation which is due

structures ~ve have shown cases in

structure. In LalTe multilayers

or at least weak [2], whereas

applicxion of magnetic fields during growth of the layers determines the direction of

the

the

the

magnetization for each Fe layer independently from the others. Purpose of this paper is to

describe how they were produced and what kind of properties they possess.

The La/Fe samples were grown in an UHV chamber (base preskure below 5. 10-*Omhr)

by ion-beam sputtering with argon. Si (100) wafers covered with a 40~ Cr buffer served as

substrates. The layer thicknesses of the individual Fe and La layers varied between 20~

and 40~ and the bilayers were repeated until a final thickness of= 2000~ was reached. The

samples were covered with 100~ Pd to protect them against oxidation. At the substrate

position a weak magnetic field of approximately 3 Oe was found to be present. In this field

the samples were rotated during growth- with the initiai goal of ensuring uniformity of the

deposition – at different rates as described for the individual samples.

X-ray measurements at low angles prove that the samples had high structural quality. Up

to seven satellite peaks due to the chemical bilayer periodicity appeared in the spectra and a

least square tit analysis [3] leads co rms-roughnesses confined to one atomic plane. One the

other hand high-angle x-ray diffractometq showed that the sampks are crystalline but do

not gro~v epitaxially. The Fe layers are bcc (11 1) textured whereas in the La a mixed phase

of hcp ( 100) and fcc ( 1i 1:}orientations occurs.



,

The magnetization OF freshly prepared La/Fe multilayers was first investigated by

magnetooptical Kerr efi~ect (Y1OKE). The hysteresis loops gave no indication Of intrinsic

in-plane anisotropy as expected for textured samples without preferred grain oriecc~tions.

Ho\vever. with increasing Fe layer thickness a jump-like increase of the coercive and [he

?sA (see Fig. 1). The effect has been found [0saturation fields were obsewed near tFe = -

occur consktendy at the same t,F~value over all obsemed rti thicknesses, ranging from tb =

to over 30& indicating that such property is characteristic of the single Fe layer rather

due to interlayer interaction.

The magnetic structure of the multiIayers was investigated by means of neutron

.-

diffraction at the reflectometer V6 of the I%hn-Meitner-Institut in Berlin [4] arid at the

POSY I instrument of the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source in .Argonne [5].

The first experiments were run on a sampie [La 32@e 30~]x32 freshIy prepared by

depositing the muhilayer on a continuously rotating substrate. Besides the structural peaks,

the first of whicil occurred at a momentum transfer q = O.102A-~ (1.), magnetic satellites

(0~+, l~-. 1~+) appeared in the spectra at q - values given by (in the kinematical theo~):

(1)

n denotes the order of the structural peak, d and A are the chemical and magnetic

periodicities, respectively. The period A was incommensurate with the lattice. and the

infemed magnetic structure was a helix. This was composed of ferromagnetic Fe layers.

whose magnetization formed a fixed angle -(p with the preceding layer, and +(p with the

succeeding one. The period of the spiral was found to be different for different samples

which happened aIso to have different La and Fe thicknesses. In all cases, however a

magnetic tield of -100 Oe \vas suftlcient to wipe out permanently the magnetic structure.

,.
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A better characterization of the magnetic spiral was sought by mems of polarized

neutrons. The .measuremmm was done with the neutron beam poiarized perpendicular to the

sample plane, that means collinear to the scattering vector q and the spiral propagation

vector A. In this speciai geometry all magnetic scattering will be spin-flip and [he scattered

intensities of the magrie~ic satellites for neutrons initially polarized up or down. are the

following [6]:

1=-1*(W(W (2)

For positive polarization ( P =+1 ), left handed spiials give only rise for the 1- satellites

whereas for ri~@t handed spirals solely the ~ satellites appear. The opposite is t&e if the

neutron spin points in the other direction ( P= -l ).

Shown in Fig. 2 is the neutron reflectivity at

30~]x32 fresh from preparation. Again, the

magnetic field (3 Oe, \vhich originates from

rotated during the deposition. From the above

grazing incidence of a sample [La 32& Fe

sample was grown in a srnaI1 external

the sputtering ion gun) and continuously

measurement it becomes obvious that the

sample exhibits a single chiraIity over the entire surface area (20x40rnrn2). For naturally

magnetic spirals (as they occur for instance in some rare earth metais) the population of

left- or right-handed domains is nearly the same [7] in most of the samples and it is quite

difficuh to modify in a controlled way the naturally occurring domain population. These

considerations Iead us co suspect that the magnetic structure of Lrd_Fewas imprinted during

growth. To seek confirmation of this conclusion two samples were grown while rocacing ac

the left, the other rotating at the right. Neutron diffraction coniirmed that the chiraiity was

given by the dir~c[ion of rotation of the substrate, Even more quantitatively the pitch of the

spiral matched that calculated by the speed of rotation and the rate of deposition.
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}Ve auemptd to use the newly discovered effect in order to study some of the basic

mechanisms related to :he onset of magnetization in this layers. It is qui[e difficul~ to study

the evo(ucion cf magr.e:ism during the ctctual growth of the sample. imprinting instead

provide J perrnmen[ record of the instant in which

study this question a .multiiayer

3~4@e30~]~3~ of our ~tandard

was grown with

sample. However

the sample became mtignecized. To

the same

now the

sublayer thicknesses [La

sampie was continuously

rotated oniy during the deposition of the Fe layers with the followin~ parameters: Odd

layers started at an arbitrary angle called 0° (which W* chosen parallel to one edge of the

substrate) whereas for even Iayer deposition the rotation started at an angle exactly shifted

by 180°. The

reflectometry

rotation velocity was v~,,f = 5.50/s and the Fe

W_aSused to determine the magnetic structure.

,..

.~owrh 0.46 &s. Neutron

The resulting spectrum is

presented in Fig. 3. The magnetic peak at q,t~c/2 = 0.05~-[ proves that neighboring Fe layer

magnetizations are indeed aligned antiparallel (the plot was truncated to a value of q

smaller than tha~ of the structural peak due to the bilayer). The diffraction pattern of Fig. 3

was actually obtained for poiarized neutrons. Now, the polarization of the incoming

neutron beam W-X in-plane. and a small magnetic field ( -5 Oe) at the sample was applied

to maintain the neutrons poiarized along the desired direction. The two refiectivities R- and

R- are almost identicaL the small difference results from the first Fe layer magnetization

aligned either uarallel or amiparallel to the neutron polarization. From the above

measurement it becomes obvious that during growth each Fe layer magnetization locks in

almost at the same position that means at the same critical thickness, otherwise no

antiparailel orientation could be observed. The direction of the magnetization was

determined by analyzing the polarization o-f the reflected beam. A1l four reflectivities were

metisureci: R-+, R--, R--- R“-. \Ve discuss here only the results obtained for the reflectivities
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at [he q value of the antiferromagetic pe~ (these we shall cali [j. The geometry of the

experiment is shown in Fig. 4a and b. The projection of the magnetization oriented along

the polarization a,~is contributes to the non-spin-tlip (N-SF) intensity, ~ and 1--, Lvhereas

the projection C: the magnetic moments ;e.rpendicular to the polarization axis cwx.es the

spin-flip (SF) intensities. 1-- and r-. The ratio between the N-SF to SF intensity depends on

the angle of the magnetization u and the polarization axis:

I
-- —

1-- cos2 ((p+ qO)+ const
(3)

where w refers to the initial arigle of the

numerator and denumerator are added to

ma=metization at ~ = OO. The constants in

,.

take into account the background and the ‘

instrumental efilciency. The experimental data are presented in F@, 4c. A fit according the

above expression yields q. = 138° or 318°. respectively (since the angle is only determined

moduio 1SOO).From the turn velocity and the growth rate of Fe ( 0.46&s ) the thickness

where the magnetization direction is locked turns out to be - 11~ or -25A.

The second vaiue corresponds fairiy well

increase of the coercive field observed for the

argued that the jump – like increase at the

to the critical thickness for the jump - like

multilayered samples [r~~= 28A). It might be

critical thickness of the Fe layers is

linked to the imprinting of the magnetization at La/Fe during their preparation.

beginning of the Fe layer deposition where Hc and H, me Wek a small magnetic

sufficient to orient the magnetization of the growing layer, whereas after the

indeed

At the

field is

critics!

thickness is reached the extemai field

longer: the magnetic structure is fixed.

does not affect

.Admittedly this

the magnetization direction any

is an empirical argument and a

more quantitative anaiysis is needed, as weli as a broader experimental basis.
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In conclusion we have reported on the possibility to build artificial magnetic structures

in La/Fe multilayers. Among the strucmres created are spirals and antiparailel orientations

but it seems that any arrangement is possible if not limited by m~gnetostatic interactions

Specifically we have been unab[e to create “’ferromagnetic’” muhiiayers based on the

standard [La 32.Q Fe 5(}.A]x32 sample rotated by 360° every successive Fe layer. The

crea[ed structures are stable in time, but they are irreversibly destroyed in smali extemal

magnetic fields. We ha%-eshown how the conditions for imprinting are linked to the Fe

layer thickness and that similar links exists between tFeand the coercive field of the grown

multilayer. It is stiil to early to assess to what extent these finding would contribute to a fiM

understanding of the onset of magnetism in thin layers.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I: Saturation tield Hs and coercive tleld H. of the samples [La 32.~ Fe fF.Almeasured

by MOKE. At [he Fe thickness r,ce= ~~,~ [he sa[uratlon field ~n~ [he coercive field e~hlbi[

a jump - like increase. The straight lines are guides to the eye only.

Fig. 2: Polarized neutron reflectivity of La 32A /Fe 30~]x32. The solid and open symbols

show the R“ and R- reflectivity, respectively. From the”seIection rules (see text) it becomes

obvious that the

handed chirali~.

ma=~etic structure of the entire sample is a magnetic spiral with right

.-

F@ 3: Neutron reflectivity of [La 32.~e 30~]x32 with antifemomagnetic aligned Fe layer

magnetizations. The beam polarization was in the sample plane.

Fig. 4: Geomerm for the neutron reflectivity measurement with the neutron polarization in

plane : (a) q = i). (b) q = 60°. The neutron beam impinges on the sample surface m the

angle 6i. H points into the direction of the neutron spin and the magnetic guide field. ~ and

qO we located in the sample plane and indicate the turn angle and the initial angle of the

magnetization ~ld the sample zero, respectively. Fig. 4C shows the ratio F/I_+ at several

angels q The s~aight line corresponds to a fit according to equation (3) (see text).
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